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To Mom & Dad

3am, the moon is high in the sky,
and Heebie is finally done
with school for the night.
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Heebie is supposed to go
straight home, but tonight
Heebie’s friends want to play.
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down
Heebie is having lots of fun playing
with the other ghosts, but soon the
moon begins to sink in the sky...

down
down
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By the time Heebie realizes what
time it is, the night is almost over.
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Heebie knows that the usual way
home will take too long,
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so Heebie and Jeebie decide
to take a shortcut.
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They squeeze under fences
and climb over walls
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sneak through a graveyard
(which is nice and quiet)
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and a human yard
(which is scary and loud)
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They tiptoe past windows
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duck down alleys
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slip through the shadows and
race against the rising sun.
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The sky is starting to get light
when they finally arrive home,
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safe and sound,
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and just in time for dinner.
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THE END

